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Abstract 

Today the production time is shortened when components are made with additive manufac-
turing and the finished products typically have very few defects. If the components quality 
is to be validated, it’s done with a Non-destructive testing method. In this thesis a test piece 
made of Inconel 939, that is used in high temperature application was examined with a non-
destructive testing technique (NDT), computed tomography (CT) and with destructive test-
ing (DT) by grinding the test piece down to a given position and taking images of the ex-
posed surface. The purpose was to validate computed tomography images by doing a two-
dimensional correlation between images from CT and DT using MATLAB. Due to tech-
nical problems the resulting images were however not showing the same par of the test 
piece. Therefore the correlation method was instead validated. Modifying a 2D image from 
CT and running it in the code written in MATLAB could quantify the distortions in the 
images. Results are presented in figures and in tables. The table shows more detailed in-
formation with exact coordinates and what correlation each area has. The figure shows the 
movements and direction of the changes. The result shows that the method can detect 
changes and does what was intended.  

Abbreviation 

AM -Additive manufacturing 
CT – Computed Tomography 
GM – Geometric magnification 
NDT – Non destructive testing 
DT – Destructive Testing 
NSI – North Star Imaging 
SGT – Siemens Gas Turbine 
kVP – Peak kilovoltage (peak energy of x-rays emission spectrum.)  



 
 
 
 
 

  



Sammanfattning 

Idag tillverkas komponenter med additive manufacturing (AM) vilket gör att produktionsti-
den blivit kortare och de färdiga produkterna har vanligtvis mycket få fel. Om komponen-
ternas kvalitet ska valideras, görs det med en icke-förstörande provningsmetod. I denna 
avhandling har en provbit av Inconel 939, ett material som lämpar sig för höga temperaturer 
undersökts med en oförstörande provning teknik (NDT), datortomografi (CT) och förstö-
rande provning (DT) genom att slipa sig ner i provbiten till en given position och ta bilder 
på ytan. Syftet var att validera datortomografibilder genom att göra en tvådimensionell kor-
relation mellan bilder från CT och DT med hjälp av MATLAB. På grund av tekniska pro-
blem så visar de resulterande bilderna inte samma område. Därför ska korrelationsmetoden 
valideras. Genom att ändra en 2D-bild från CT och köra den i koden skriven i MATLAB så 
att den distorderade bilden kan kvantifieras. Resultatet presenteras i figurerna och i tabeller. 
Tabellen visar mer detaljerat med exakta koordinater och vad varje delområde har för kor-
relation. Figuren visar rörelser och riktning av förändringarna. Resultatet visar att metoden 
kan upptäcka förändringar och göra det som var tänkt. 
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1  |  INTRODUCTION 

 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Problem definition 
Siemens in Finspång manufacture gas turbines [1]. The quality and precision of some parts 
of the gas turbine is very critical. The processes to create a component have been shortened 
by creating components with additive manufacturing (AM). AM is defined as the process of 
joining materials layer by layer to make objects from a 3D Model data.  The finished com-
ponents are made with a homogenous material that typically have very few defects [2]. 
There is still a desire that the quality of the critical components is verified with a non-
destructive test method. Computed tomography is a non-destructive testing method that has 
the opportunity to monitor inclusions, porosity and cracks in materials. Furthermore exter-
nal and internal dimensions can be measured. However the accuracy of the non-destructive 
testing method needs to be validated against destructive testing.  

1.2 Goal 
The goal of the thesis is to validate the accuracy of North Star Imaging computed tomogra-
phy equipment for Inconel 939 manufactured with AM. Doing a non-destructive computed 
tomography scan at the facilities of North Star Imaging to se if the material in question is 
penetrable with the scanning equipment and if you are able to detect defects.  As the object 
have been scanned, do a destructive testing where images from similar areas of the scan is 
obtained and then compared in MATLAB with image correlation techniques in order to 
reveal differences between the images [3]. The results are presented in this thesis and with 
an oral presentation.  

1.3 Limitations 
Since the actual gas turbine component is classified it has been replace by a test object with 
similar dimensions in this study. The non-destructive method chosen is Computed tomog-
raphy and the CT equipment used in this report is the North Star imaging Xview 500 ma-
chine. The material that is examined in this thesis is Inconel 939 and has not previously 
been examined with the North Star Imaging (NSI) CT equipment. The available time for 
this thesis is 10 weeks of full-time study for one person. 
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2 Theory and background  

2.1  Gas turbines 
Gas turbines from Siemens are used as generators to produce electrical power. When gas is 
ignited in the combustor chamber and combined with the compressed air, the turbine blades 
starts rotating and the mechanical energy that is generated is transferred to a generator that 
produces electricity.  Gas turbines mainly consist of: a compressor, combustor and a tur-
bine. 

 

Figure 1. The SGT 800 that can produce up to 50 MW. Courtesy of Siemens Industrial Turbo machin-
ery AB. 

Siemens are always striving to improve their products one important part is to increase the 
efficiency of their gas turbines. One way to increase the efficiency is to increase the tem-
perature within the hot stage of the system. This challenges the materials in the combustor 
and they are therefore made out of a super alloy material, Inconel 939 that handles both 
high temperatures and pressures well. Siemens are manufacturing some of their products 
with additive manufacturing [4]. AM is defined as the process of joining materials layer by 
layer to make objects from a 3D Model data. This shortens the production time and can 
result in high quality products[2]. However it’s still desirable to validate that the critical 
components meet the requirements. The microstructures are different in material made with 
AM than in other more conventional processes [5]. The inspection of the finished products 
is typically done by non-destructive test method. Non-destructive testing meaning that the 
material or component is inspected, tested and evaluated without destroying the part or sys-
tem. It has no impact on the part and can be used to its purpose after inspection [6]. 

 Non-destructive test methods as Ultrasonic testing, liquid penetrant testing are technics that 
takes time and therefore not suited for production line testing. Computed tomography is a 
non-destructive technique that provides three-dimensional visualization of the object. Its 
quick and with the proper configuration and equipment for the task the analysis of cracks, 
porosities, inclusions can be made.   
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2.2 Previous work 
There are several papers regarding porosities, inclusion and crack detection with Computed 
tomography [7-10]. The correlation between a CT image and DT image has to my 
knowledge never been done before.  

2.3 Nickel-based super alloy inconel 
Inconel is part of a group of super alloys that has properties to withstand high temperatures 
and high mechanical stress. The material was invented in the 1940s primarily for gas tur-
bines but there common in other applications as well [11].  

Table 1. Typical composition of Inconel 939 in percent. [12] 

 

 

2.4 X-rays 
A German physicist Roentgen discovered of x-rays in 1895.  X-rays are invisible rays that 
travel in a straight line and have high penetrating capability. There typically created in a 
vacuum tube where charged particles are accelerated against a metal piece. As the electrons 
hit the metal piece at given potential (kV) there separated from the atom core (anode) and a 
wide spectrum of radiation wavelength (bremsstrahlung) is created. A small fraction of the 
spectrum becomes X-rays beams, but most of it is released as heat.  The X-rays are emitted 
in all directions and the few who goes through the focal spot and penetrate the object are 
the ones who distribute to create the image [13]. 

Depending on the thickness, geometry and density of the object that is being examined, 
there is a filter applied to the exit of the x-ray, a metal piece of various thickness that ab-
sorbs the low energy x-rays. The resulting quality of the image is depending on the filter 
since the detector absorbs all x-rays that it comes in contact with. The metal piece works as 
a filter and will reduce the image blurriness [14].  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Ni B Co Cr Al Ti Nb W C 

49.8 0.005 19 22.4 1.9 3.7 1 2 0.15 

Figure 2. Illustrating the X-rays with the electrons (e-) 
accelerated against the metal piece in vacuum. Where X-
rays are then passing through the focal spot (exit) and the 
high pass filter [15]. 
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The attenuation of x-rays wavelength 𝜆 is given for a homogenous material. Explained by 
the equation:  

𝐼 =    𝐼!𝑒!!  !   

Where 𝐼! is the intensity of the X-ray, and 𝜇 is the coefficient for the linear attenuation for 
the material. The thickness of the object affects the intensity, as it the intensity is decrease 
when passing through the material exponentially [15]. See figure below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. The linear attenuation for x-rays in materials. 
Where the intensity is decrease exponentially.  

(1) 

Figure 3. Intensity I and photon energy E. Each dashed 
line is a representing a particular potential kVp. The 
filter F as shown eliminates the low energy radiation. 
The filter is important in the results of the x-ray imag-
ing. As the low energy radiations won’t pass through 
the object of interest it will only saturate the detector in 
an unwanted way [15].   
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2.3 Industrial computed tomography (CT) 

  Computed tomography is an imaging technique that uses electromagnetic radiation (X-
ray) to process information from within objects.  The technology has been developed from 
analogue recording by film where information was then converted from analogue to digital, 
now the process is faster as the scan is digital recorded on a detector and processed in soft-
ware directly. The images are captured in two-dimensions during the scan and then be re-
constructed into a three-dimensional image. The software enables cross-section view of 
external and internal structures. The CT system consists of an X-ray source, an X-ray detec-
tor, a rotational stage all in capsuled in a steel cabinet to protect and shield the operator 
from the radiation. Apart from the scanning equipment a powerful computer is required in 
order to process all 2D images data into 3D[14]. One main difference from medical CT is 
that here the object of interest rotates 360 degrees, not the source and detector. Also the x-
ray dosage is not as important since the object examined is not a living tissue. There are 
two kinds of X-ray projections, depending on what type of material it is and what size the 
object has the cone beam or fan beam is applied.  The high voltage output of the fan beam 
(1D) that takes one slice of the object at a time. The multi slice cone beam where the whole 
object fits the detector [16]. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.  Illustration of Fan beam com-
pared to Cone beam [17]. 
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The resolution of the reconstructed 3D image depends on many variables. One is the recon-
struction algorithm. Another aspect for the results in 3D will be depending on how many 
projections (images) that is taken for each degree of rotation, (between 360 and 3600 imag-
es for 360degrees of rotation). The maximum possible resolution is depending on the detec-
tor resolution, the magnification and the focal spot [18]. 

                                                                                                                                                                              

Figure 6. The NSI CT system. Courtesy of North Star imaging Europe 
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2.5 Geometric Magnification and sharpness  

The Geometric magnification is depending on how close the object is to the source. The 
closer the object is to the source the greater magnification. When the geometric magnifica-
tion is higher the area of interest is spread over more pixels and small porosities or inclu-
sions are easier to detect. The sharpness of the image is however affected by the magnifica-
tion. To achieve high magnifications with excellent sharpness the focal spot needs to be 
very small. A large focal spot increases the penumbral blurring and makes images unsharp 
[15]. 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Geometric magnification (GM) = D1/D2.  Courtesy of North Star images. 
Figure to the right. The Penumbra appearance that affects the images from CT scans 
[19]. 
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2.6 Pearson correlation coefficient 
 The statistical technique of the correlation equation is used to show how two different data 
sets are related to each other. The technique that takes two-dimensional measurements was 
first used in the 1980s and has since then been widely used in different applications and 
thesis that have validated and developed the technique. The correlation between to data sets 
(images) is done by splitting the whole data and looking at sub region of the full set of data. 
This way the data is evaluated in smaller steps and can be used to detect and track patterns 
[20].  

The Correlations coefficient (r) results in how similar two data sets are to each other and 
the results in a number between +1 and -1. Where +1 stands for an accurate equal data set, 
and 0 stands for an inaccurate result with no similarities. -1 would occur if one data set 
would be negative to the other, meaning that if the A value increase the B value decreases 
[3]. In general a correlation that is above ±0.8 is described as strong, where as ±0.5 is con-
sidered weak [21]. The categorisation is however not settled for all areas, depending on 
what context that it is used in.    

 

Where 𝐴  = mean2(A), and 𝐵 = mean2(B) 

𝑟 =
(𝐴!" − 𝐴)!! 𝐵!" − 𝐵

( (!! 𝐴!" − 𝐴)!)( (!! 𝐵!" − 𝐵)!)
 

 

 

(2) 
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3 Methods and Results 

3.1 Computed tomography testing method 
The CT-image is obtained with help from North Star imaging, who assisted with the X-ray 
equipment, software programs and knowledge surrounding CT scans.  The CT scans where 
made with their X500 machine. The first step was the calibration explained in a subtile be-
low. After the calibration, the actual gas turbine component was first placed on the rota-
tional stage and fitted in to the detector at a distance of 99,99mm from x-ray tube. With the 
X dimensions and thickness, the magnification was set to be 9 times thus the part was fully 
fitted in the detector with cone beam projection. The copper filter applied to the exit of the 
X-ray source was 1.7mm thick. However the scanning results of that part is not shown in 
this thesis due to confidentiality. But has to be mentioned since the following scan uses the 
same setup. The object that is shown and scanned is the “block” shown in figure 11. The 
scan is not optimized for this block, but that would then simulate and work for the real gas 
turbine part. The test object shown has the following dimensions 24.48 mm length, 15.04 
mm width and with the depth of 4.17 mm measured with a calliper. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Computed tomography scan setup where the focal 
spot (source size of x-rays) and magnification (zoom factor) 
is shown. 
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3.2  CT calibration and the processing 
The detector has been used unknown number of times and it’s therefore necessary to cali-
brate the detector before use. The detector has dead pixels/faultiest that is unwanted in the 
scan of the object. The calibration detects faults and dead pixel and their then ignored dur-
ing the scan of the object. The end result is not affected by the ignored pixels since there 
replaced with nearby functional pixels and as the object is scanned in 360 degrees.  

At the time of the calibration 3519 defective pixels were detected and their positions where 
saved and pixel data from these positions were discarded in the following analysis.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After the calibration was done the calibration tool was replaced with the block and fitted to 
the rotational stage. The rotational stage is locked and the object will only move by spin-
ning around its axis in 360 degrees during the scan that takes 1200 projections along the 
way. 

As the scan was complete the block was run through a porosity and crack detector in the 
software to determine where the biggest and most porosities would be. The results that CT 
gave determined the point of interest for the destructive testing. Meaning that the images of 
the CT scan, which showed the biggest/most, clear porosity, would be the area that is fo-
cused. The area chosen was located at 1.74mm from the top of the block.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. The calibration tool is 
used since it has known spacing of 
5mm.  

Figure 10. One image of the block from the scan 
process (857th projection). Where the dead 
pixels are shown since nothing is applied onto 
the scan results.  
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3.3 Destructive testing method 
The destructive test image was obtained after the CT scan and at the facilities of Siemens 
industrial turbo machinery in Finspång. To obtain the 2D image the block was cut straight 
at 2mm from the top of the block. The object was then placed in a cylinder fixture made out 
of plastic to be able to process and polish the object with precision. The process of polish-
ing the material was preformed with smaller and more fine-grained paper that polished the 
surface to the point of interest with micrometre precision. The final polished block was 
measured with a calliper to verify the position in the block. The object was placed on a mi-
croscope. The magnification was set for x25 and images where captured with the computer 
software [22]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4 Matlab correlation step by step 
To be able to visualize the process that the code in MATLAB does, the code is explained in 
steps by steps.  

Step 1:  

Acquire images from both tests (CT and DT) at the same area of interest. And import them 
to the MATLAB where it is converted into a matrix.  

Step 2: 

Selects a 25x25 pixel part of the CT picture. The grey area in the picture below represents 
the first square of the CT image. These sub matrix values from that first area of the CT im-
age are stored. The next time the code comes to this step it moves the area column wise at 
first, until the length of the picture have been correlated. It then moves to the next row and 
steps the length of the image again. Figure 12 visualizes the movement of the part focused 
at time. 

Figure 11. The block that is the object of 
this thesis 24.48 mm long, 15.04 mm wide 
and with the base of 4.17 mm measured 
with a calliper. 
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Step 3:  

The for loop then runs trough the DT image similar to the figure 12, but more thoroughly 
by scanning step by step but always with the size of 25x25 pixels in the picture where the 
values for each area is correlated with the values from the determined area from the CT 
image. All the correlations from each area are stored. 

Step 4: 

 When the code is complete for one area, the maximum correlation that have been found 
will be printed and shown on the surf (r) plot (3D) and where you can read out the coordi-
nates on the X/Y axis. The array then stores the maximum correlation value together with 
the coordinates for where that correlation occurred. The coordinates of the focus area and 
the maximum correlations coordinates are plotted each time in the loop with quiver plot 
that displays the differences of the variables.  

Step 5: 

 Go back to step 2 where the area of interest is moved and the code goes through this pro-
cess until each best matching area for the image has been found and correlated.  

Step 6: 

The array that stored each max correlation and coordinates are then written over to a excel 
file and the changes and differences is represented with MATLAB function quiver. Quiver 
function displays the changes in a plot with arrows for each square that has been compared. 

 

 

 

Figure 12. Each square representing 25x25 pixels. 
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3.5  Computed tomography results 
The software from NSI reconstructed the images (2D) into 3D with numerical algorithms 
and filters. Fast Fourier transforms, fine tuning filter, beam hardening filter and more. The 
finished 3D module consists of voxels  (3D pixels/cubes) shown in figure 13. The block 
measured in the CT software shown in figure 14-15. The area of the computed tomography 
image that is to be compared with the destructive testing image shown in figure 19.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13. The 3D reconstructed part shown in the NSI 
software. The operator can move through the object in real 
time using different plans. 

 

Figure 14, 15. The block measured in the NSI CT software. 24.308mm long, 14.927mm wide and 
with a depth of 4.084mm.    
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3.6 Destructive testing image results 
The destructive testing of the block was processed to point of interest. Unfortunately, the 
block was not properly aligned in the fixture, which result in images that are presented be-
low does not correspond, with the computed tomography images.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.7 Dimensions 
The dimensions of the block measured in the CT software and with a calliper before the 
destructive testing.  Results are shown in table 2. 

Table 2. The dimensions of the block measured with calliper and CT software 

Block Depth Length Width 

Calliper 4.17mm 24.48mm 15.04 

CT software 4.084mm 24.308mm 14.927 

Difference 0.086mm 0.172mm 0.113mm 

Figure 16. The destructive testing that resulted 
in this 2D cut of the block in the fixture. 

Figure 17.  The result from destructive testing. One image of the block with 25x magnification in the 
microscope.  
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3.8 Test of image correlation method 
This test is done in order to evaluate the image correlation method. One image of the CT 
scan has been chosen for this purpose and several copies’ of that image has been modified 
in different ways. The images were processed with tools from an imaging software [23].  

The image chosen and manipulated is one slice from the CT scan viewed in 2D with a 
straight cut at 1.74mm from the top of block 1 in the NSI software.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19. The same image as figure 18 but with distortion made to the image.  

Figure 18. The original CT image from the NSI software viewed at 1.74mm from the top. This image 
is the reference for all comparisons made.  

Figure 10. Another image that has been manipulated. Results of show is shown in quiver plot 
(figure 25). 
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The results for each correlation can be plotted with the (surf) function in MATLAB. Plot-
ting the correlation results in 3D. The surf 3D plots shows where the highest correlation is 
for one area of 25x25 pixels. The distinguished red peak in the figure shows the highest 
correlation, where it is located and how all other correlation are in the second image com-
pared with one specific area in the reference image. The coordinates from the reference 
image are known and then compared with the distinguished red peak, where the differences 
in X and Y-axis are shown.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One complete run that covers the whole image does 252 sub correlations with one of the 
above plot for each sub correlation. The results are therefore displayed with one arrow plot 
for each comparison. One arrow plot that displays 252 sub correlations. Using MATLABs 
function quiver (vector plot).  

Where the first quiver plot below is figure 22 that represents the changes of figure 18 and 
19. The second figure 23 represents the same pairs but here the vector are shown if their 
correlation is 0.8 or above (described as strong). See appendix table 3 for changes in X, Y-
axis together with the resulting correlation of each 25x25 image. The tail (start) of the ar-
row represents which area that is chosen from the first image. The arrows length and direc-
tion then shows where that certain area is located in the second image, a image which has 
been modified. Figure 24 represents changes between figure 18 and 20.    

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21. The Surf 3D plot. Y-axis presenting the correlation from -1 in dark blue to + 1 
in red. Where X and Z-Axis is the size of the image. 
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Figure 22.  The distorted image (figure 19) resulted in the plot above where arrows are printed if the 
correlation is 0.5 or above. Where the Y-axis represent the depth and X-axis represent the length of 
the picture.  

Figure 23. The distorted image (figure 19) with plots for correlations above 0.8 is shown.  
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Figure 24.The comparing of figure 18 and 21 where the arrows (vectors) point in the direction of 
changes made and in the correct length. Arrows displayed have above 0.8 in correlation results. 
See table 5 for complete results. 
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4 Analysis and discussion 

4.1 Comments to the mismatch between images 
The images obtained from the NSI’s x500 industrial tomography scan with software shows 
porosities in the results. Which shows that the material is possible to scan and the tomogra-
phy scan can detect different, sized porosities. The goal to validate the method with the 
two-dimensional correlation was not achieved since the image I took from the CT scan was 
from an area 1.74 mm from the top. This area was chosen since it would then be easy to 
recognize in the destructive testing that was to be obtained afterwards. For unknown rea-
sons the resulting images did not match. The destructive image is in good quality and could 
still be used, however the time to find this area would take time and I would need the CT 
software and hardware at the faculties of NSI in Paris to capture the high resolution image 
to compare with the destructive image.  

4.2 Validation of methods 
The focus was therefore set on the method that I was suppose to use on the CT and DT im-
age. To demonstrate how I would of validated the images, the image from the CT scan have 
been chosen, manipulated in different ways and then run through the code in MATLAB. 
The PEARSON correlation coefficient is used together with for loops that does the “scan-
ning” of the object. The code was developed step by step, where the for loop that does scan 
of modified image was the first thing done. After one comparison between the two pairs of 
images was made and developed to run through the whole image afterwards.   These imag-
es are quite large in original size and were therefore resized so that MATLAB could handle 
them. The hard part was when you wanted to see a result of your code. One run that com-
pares two images takes over two hours.  

The result in the vector (quiver) plot from the first distorted image is poor and it’s difficult 
to read out any given pattern with a filter set at correlations above 0.5. That is because of 
the changes made with the distortion tool, changes the image too much so there is no cer-
tain match of that area. The table strengthens the quiver plot showing low correlations. 
When the limit is set for strong correlations the plot shows the small changes that is more 
certain and represent actually changes that have been made. The last manipulated image has 
four changes made and the quiver plot only shows correlations that are strong (above 0.8). 
Se results that is shown in figure 25. The vectors are pointing in the direction with the cor-
responding length of the changes. The quiver plot is following changes that have been mod-
ified in the image and shows that the technique does display changes.  

4.3 Measurements 
The other goal was to validate the accuracy of measurements done with the Computed to-
mography against real measured values with a calliper. The results of the dimensions meas-
ured in CT scan and from reality with a calliper are shown in Table 2. The surface of the 
block was however rough after manufacturing and since it was not polished before the tests 
began there is some uncertainty in the accuracy of the measured results with the calliper 
which also has a precision error of 1/020mm = 0.05mm[24]. That could be taken into con-
sideration in table 2 and the differences would be even smaller. The accuracy of internal 
and external dimension measured with CT is also describe in [7]. 
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4.4 Social aspects 
The industrial computed tomography method could make it easier and faster for Siemens 
Industrial Turbo machinery to ensure that their products that they manufacture have good 
quality. This could improve the life cycles of the gas turbines or give more information on 
how the output efficiency of the gas turbine could be improved. Gas turbines are driven on 
gas/oil, which has negative impact on global warming. But there is still a demand of elec-
tricity. Gas turbines are situated where there is no other energy source but also as redun-
dancy to other energy resources. If the efficiency of the gas turbines could be improved, 
fewer resources would be burned to gain electrical power. Better efficiency will serve good 
in both economic perspective and also environmentally. In a wider perspective all kind of 
productions could be improved with the CT technique when implemented into the produc-
tion line. The knowledge gained from CT could be used to prevent breakdowns or improve 
products.  
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5 Conclusions 

The Correlation method that is used to compare and display changes from two data sets 
have been done on the manipulated images. The method is accurate when the plot limit is 
set for correlations above 0.8, which is describe as strong correlation in theory. The quiver 
plot does what it was intended to do on the image that was manipulated showing changes 
that have been made with purpose. See results and table 3,4 in appendix.  

To validate the accuracy of the CT equipment the scan of the object should first be done. 
Saving the reconstruction and having the software at hand during a longer period to go back 
to after the destructive testing is done. The destructive testing should be done with precision 
where you process the whole piece, slice by slice and document the location and save more 
images from each area. When promising results have been achieved with the destructive 
testing return to the CT software and move through the object and located the correspond-
ing areas. Capture images of several areas that have most in common. This would then 
eliminate the error that could happen in the destructive testing process. If several areas do 
correspond it would also strengthen the accuracy of the non-destructive testing method CT. 
Something that would be interesting is to take several slices of the object and implement 
them all in MATLAB to create a more advanced 3D quiver plot [25].  

The North Star Imaging industrial computed tomography equipment has potential and it 
would be interesting to se more thesis or papers on the subject. There is few that has written 
about industrial CT, but as the technology is quite new and as medical CT have been priori-
tized.  

Another aspect would be to look more closely on statistics of porosity, inclusions and 
cracks. Looking at the “roundness” of the porosities and measuring them using a inner cir-
cle and with a outer circle in MATLAB to retrieve information on what type of porosity, 
inclusion or crack is most common and then confirm that the destructive testing receives 
similar results [26].  
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7 Appendices 

Matlab code: 

clear 
clc 
Kolumn=1; % kolumn in the image 
storingcounter=1; % variable used to save the output for correlation. 
row=1; % row in the image 
logg=[]; 
image1 = imread ('orgCT.jpg'); %read in a image  and convert to matrix 
values 
image2 = imread ('switchct.jpg'); %read in a image  and convert to matrix 
values 
pic1pos = [1 25]; %Y axis 
pic2pos = [1 25]; %X axis 
XAXIS = []; %orientation variable 
YAXIS = []; % orientation variable 
picsize = size(image1); %dynamic for all pictures 
corrsize = 24; % size of the correlation 
jamforelse = 12; 
for wide = 1:9; 
    for length = 1:28; 

partofpic1 
=image1(pic1pos(1):pic1pos(2),pic2pos(1):pic2pos(2),1); %the 
position 

        for x = 1:picsize(1)-corrsize; %loops the image in horiontal (X) 
            for y = 1:picsize(2)-corrsize; %loops the image vertical(Y) 
        partofpic2 = image2(x:x+corrsize,y:y+corrsize,1); %partofthehole-
picture in a loop 
        r(x,y) = corr2(partofpic1,partofpic2); % correlation between par-
tofpic1 and partofpic2 
            end 
                 end; 
%imshow(partofpic1) % shows where the area of interest is 
%surf(r); 
        max(max(r)) % just to se the program running. 
        [max_num, max_idx] = max(r(:));  
        [X,Y]=ind2sub(size(r),max_idx); %saving the location of the 
highest correlation 
         
        correlation(Kolumn,:) = max_num; %saving the max correlation 
        koordinates(storingcounter,:) =  [X Y]; %saving the coordinates 
        logg1(Kolumn,row) = Y;  
        logg2(Kolumn,row) = X; 
        XAXIS(Kolumn,row) = pic2pos(1); 
        YAXIS(Kolumn,row) = pic1pos(1); 
        pic2pos(1) = pic2pos(1)+corrsize; 
        pic2pos(2) = pic2pos(2)+corrsize; 
         
      if (max_num >= 0.8) %only plot if the correlation is high 
enough 
 

diffx(Kolumn,row) = logg1(Kolumn,row)-XAXIS(Kolumn,row); 
%vector property of quiver 

        diffy(Kolumn,row) = logg2(Kolumn,row)-YAXIS(Kolumn,row); % 
        qu 
iver(XAXIS(Kolumn,row),YAXIS(Kolumn,row),diffx(Kolumn,row),diffy(Kolumn,r
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ow),'b') 
        hold on 
 end 
 
        Kolumn=Kolumn+1; 
        storingvariable=storingvariable+1; 
         
        clearvars r x y  
    end 
     pic1pos(1) = pic1pos(1)+corrsize; 
     pic1pos(2) = pic1pos(2)+corrsize; 
     row = row+1; 
     clearvars r x y length e pic2pos(1) pic2pos(2) 
     pic2pos = [1 25]; %XLED 
     Kolumn=1; 
end 
  

xlabel('Length') 
ylabel('Depth') 
set(gca,'YDir','reverse') 

  
filename = 'correlation1.csv'; % stores in excel 
xlswrite(filename,correlation,'coordinates','B2'); 
warning('off','MATLAB:xlswrite:AddSheet') 
filename2 = 'coordinates1.csv'; 
xlswrite(filename2,koordinates,'coordinates','B2'); 
warning('off','MATLAB:xlswrite:AddSheet') 
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Tabell 3. The results of Y,X Axis changes and what the correlation of each square of 25x25 is. The table 
is turned to be able to be viewed in word.  

	  	   1	   2	   3	   4	  
Column/Rows	   	  1-‐25	   	  25-‐49	   	  49-‐73	   	  73-‐97	  

1-‐25	   1,1,1	   25,1,1	   49,1,1	   73,1,1	  
25-‐49	   1,25,1	   25,25,1	   49,25,1	   73,25,1	  
49-‐73	   1,49,1	   25,49,1	   49,49,1	   73,49,0.99999	  
73-‐97	   1,73,1	   25,73,1	   49,73,0.99985	   39,32,0.73056	  
97-‐121	   1,97,1	   25,97,1	   49,97,0.99979	   32,669,0.44755	  
121-‐145	   1,121,1	   25,121,1	   49,121,0.99925	   43,700,0.51886	  
145-‐169	   1,145,1	   25,145,1	   49,145,0.9997	   73,145,0.91687	  
169-‐193	   1,169,1	   25,169,1	   49,169,0.99977	   69,492,0.68278	  
193-‐217	   1,193,1	   25,193,1	   49,193,0.99966	   24,35,0.39425	  
217-‐241	   1,217,1	   25,217,1	   49,217,0.9999	   103,341,0.42223	  
241-‐265	   1,241,1	   25,241,1	   49,241,1	   73,241,1	  
265-‐289	   1,265,1	   25,265,1	   49,265,1	   73,265,1	  
289-‐313	   1,289,1	   25,289,1	   49,289,1	   73,289,1	  
313-‐337	   1,313,1	   25,313,1	   49,313,1	   73,313,1	  
337-‐361	   1,337,1	   25,337,1	   49,337,1	   73,337,1	  
361-‐385	   1,361,1	   25,361,1	   49,361,1	   73,361,1	  
385-‐409	   1,385,0.9998	   25,385,0.99975	   49,385,0.99962	   73,385,1	  
409-‐433	   1,409,0.82295	   23,561,0.99124	   49,409,0.8594	   73,409,1	  
433-‐457	   1,433,0.68165	   23,585,0.99529	   50,433,0.72126	   73,433,1	  
457-‐481	   1,457,0.91896	   39,726,0.49618	   49,457,0.65849	   73,457,1	  
481-‐505	   1,481,1	   25,481,1	   49,481,1	   73,481,1	  
505-‐529	   1,505,1	   25,505,1	   49,505,1	   73,505,1	  
529-‐553	   1,529,0.98199	   25,529,0.94174	   49,529,0.98993	   73,529,1	  
553-‐577	   1,553,0.73615	   22,428,0.98028	   45,763,0.71377	   73,553,1	  
577-‐601	   1,577,0.9401	   22,452,0.96662	   46,452,0.65245	   73,577,1	  
601-‐625	   1,601,0.97649	   25,601,0.71505	   49,601,0.88127	   73,601,1	  
625-‐649	   1,625,1	   25,625,1	   49,625,1	   73,625,1	  
649-‐673	   1,649,1	   25,649,1	   49,649,1	   73,649,1	  
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5	   6	   7	   8	   9	  
97-‐121	   	  121-‐145	   	  145-‐169	   	  169-‐193	   193-‐217	  
97,1,1	   121,1,1	   145,1,0.88215	   169,1,0.71279	   193,1,0.93976	  
97,25,1	   121,25,1	   145,26,0.65962	   173,134,0.99612	   197,134,0.79006	  
97,49,1	   121,49,0.99997	   206,756,0.5432	   206,704,0.72775	   106,307,0.59034	  
12,343,0.73534	   121,73,0.99996	   145,73,0.74793	   169,73,0.91616	   193,73,0.8168	  
45,784,0.59733	   121,97,0.99786	   145,97,0.99861	   169,96,0.80574	   193,97,0.89578	  
42,177,0.38477	   121,121,0.99946	   145,121,0.67383	   74,89,0.82641	   179,258,0.76325	  
97,146,0.85357	   121,145,1	   199,807,0.68113	   74,113,0.84525	   97,113,0.74275	  
195,339,0.38936	   182,507,0.68301	   145,169,1	   169,169,1	   193,169,1	  
161,30,0.9923	   185,30,0.99484	   145,193,1	   169,193,1	   193,193,1	  
161,54,0.97792	   185,54,0.98814	   145,217,1	   169,217,1	   193,217,1	  
97,241,0.52495	   171,42,0.4918	   152,662,0.61107	   169,241,1	   193,241,1	  
97,265,0.54726	   146,397,0.49617	   151,508,0.65575	   169,265,1	   193,265,1	  
97,289,0.85497	   93,481,0.68607	   190,38,0.45564	   169,289,1	   193,289,1	  
97,313,0.94758	   121,314,0.71821	   145,313,0.66951	   169,313,1	   193,313,1	  
97,337,1	   121,337,1	   145,337,1	   169,337,1	   193,337,1	  
97,361,1	   121,361,1	   145,361,1	   169,361,1	   193,361,1	  
97,385,1	   121,385,1	   145,385,0.99081	   169,385,0.93931	   193,385,0.92361	  
97,409,1	   121,409,1	   145,409,0.70029	   175,525,0.7462	   199,524,0.6509	  
97,433,1	   121,433,1	   145,433,0.75991	   175,545,0.78557	   199,543,0.76475	  
97,457,1	   121,457,1	   145,457,0.84356	   175,562,0.79128	   168,77,0.62408	  
97,481,1	   121,481,1	   145,481,1	   169,481,1	   193,481,1	  
97,505,1	   121,505,1	   145,505,0.99996	   169,505,0.76949	   200,67,0.54236	  
97,529,1	   121,529,1	   145,529,0.99971	   161,401,0.80861	   185,401,0.87769	  
97,553,1	   121,553,1	   145,553,0.99959	   161,425,0.9284	   185,425,1	  
97,577,1	   121,577,1	   145,577,0.99971	   161,449,0.78065	   185,449,0.99984	  
97,601,1	   121,601,1	   145,601,1	   169,601,1	   193,601,1	  
97,625,1	   121,625,1	   145,625,1	   169,625,1	   193,625,1	  
97,649,1	   121,649,1	   145,649,1	   169,649,1	   193,649,1	  
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Tabell 4. Results of correlation between figure 18 and 20. 

	  	   1	   2	   3	   4	  
Column/Rows	   	  1-‐25	   	  25-‐49	   	  49-‐73	   	  73-‐97	  

1-‐25	   1,1,1	   25,1,1	   49,1,1	   73,1,1	  
25-‐49	   1,25,1	   25,25,1	   49,25,1	   73,25,1	  
49-‐73	   1,49,1	   25,49,1	   49,49,1	   73,49,0.99999	  
73-‐97	   1,73,1	   25,73,1	   49,73,1	   73,73,0.99997	  
97-‐121	   1,97,1	   25,97,1	   49,97,1	   73,97,1	  
121-‐145	   1,121,1	   25,121,1	   49,121,1	   73,121,1	  
145-‐169	   1,145,1	   25,145,1	   49,145,1	   73,145,1	  
169-‐193	   1,169,1	   25,169,1	   49,169,1	   73,169,1	  
193-‐217	   1,193,1	   25,193,1	   49,193,1	   73,193,1	  
217-‐241	   1,217,1	   25,217,1	   49,217,1	   73,217,1	  
241-‐265	   1,241,1	   25,241,1	   49,241,1	   73,241,1	  
265-‐289	   1,265,1	   25,265,1	   49,265,0.99915	   73,265,0.99903	  
289-‐313	   1,289,1	   25,289,1	   34,219,0.51222	   168,112,0.99377	  
313-‐337	   1,313,1	   25,313,1	   15,671,0.60123	   168,136,0.99203	  
337-‐361	   1,337,1	   25,337,1	   114,734,0.64973	   168,160,0.99354	  
361-‐385	   1,361,1	   25,361,1	   109,369,0.50528	   168,184,0.98372	  
385-‐409	   1,385,1	   25,385,1	   49,385,0.73048	   168,208,0.98892	  
409-‐433	   1,409,1	   25,409,1	   49,409,0.93064	   74,761,0.65307	  
433-‐457	   1,433,1	   25,433,1	   49,433,1	   73,433,1	  
457-‐481	   1,457,1	   25,457,1	   49,457,1	   73,457,1	  
481-‐505	   1,481,0.99978	   25,481,0.99978	   49,481,0.9995	   73,481,1	  
505-‐529	   155,531,0.88468	   178,531,0.98551	   202,531,0.98563	   73,505,1	  

529-‐553	   155,555,0.92078	   178,555,0.98913	   202,555,0.9833	   73,529,1	  
553-‐577	   155,579,0.87456	   178,579,0.98143	   202,579,0.99148	   73,553,1	  
577-‐601	   155,603,0.93287	   178,603,0.97437	   202,603,0.9824	   73,577,1	  
601-‐625	   2,672,0.84755	   46,16,0.55713	   62,478,0.5941	   73,601,1	  
625-‐649	   1,671,0.93347	   1,1,0.56857	   49,625,0.54199	   73,625,1	  
649-‐673	   1,649,1	   25,649,1	   49,649,1	   73,649,1	  
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5	   6	   7	   8	   9	  
97-‐121	   	  121-‐145	   	  145-‐169	   	  169-‐193	   193-‐217	  
97,1,1	   121,1,1	   145,1,1	   169,1,1	   193,1,1	  
97,25,1	   121,25,1	   145,25,1	   169,25,1	   193,25,1	  
97,49,1	   121,49,0.99997	   145,49,1	   169,49,1	   193,49,1	  
97,73,0.99989	   121,73,1	   145,73,1	   169,73,1	   193,73,0.99998	  
97,97,0.99999	   121,97,1	   145,97,0.81596	   182,799,0.69361	   202,801,0.52294	  
97,121,0.99987	   121,121,1	   145,121,0.76705	   63,303,0.99218	   87,303,0.99432	  
97,145,1	   121,145,1	   199,807,0.68113	   63,327,0.98894	   87,327,0.99178	  
97,169,1	   121,169,1	   145,169,0.65838	   63,351,0.98772	   87,351,0.99234	  
97,193,1	   121,193,1	   145,193,0.88032	   63,375,0.98703	   87,375,0.98304	  
97,217,1	   121,217,1	   145,217,0.84629	   63,399,0.75438	   87,399,0.63924	  
97,241,1	   121,241,1	   145,241,1	   169,241,1	   193,241,1	  
97,265,0.99883	   121,265,1	   145,265,1	   169,265,1	   193,265,1	  
192,112,0.99134	   121,289,1	   145,289,1	   169,289,1	   193,289,1	  
192,136,0.99537	   121,313,1	   145,313,1	   169,313,1	   193,313,1	  
192,160,0.99297	   121,337,1	   145,337,1	   169,337,1	   193,337,1	  
192,184,0.97289	   121,361,1	   145,361,1	   169,361,1	   193,361,1	  
192,208,0.99353	   121,385,1	   145,385,1	   169,385,1	   193,385,1	  
16,578,0.45701	   121,409,1	   145,409,1	   169,409,1	   193,409,1	  
97,433,1	   121,433,1	   145,433,1	   169,433,1	   193,433,1	  
97,457,1	   121,457,1	   145,457,1	   169,457,1	   193,457,1	  
97,481,1	   121,481,1	   145,481,0.72606	   169,481,0.83604	   175,702,0.51324	  
97,505,1	   121,505,1	   174,261,0.74448	   15,503,0.79689	   195,39,0.53942	  
97,529,1	   121,529,1	   145,529,0.5997	   15,527,0.99339	   39,527,0.99323	  
97,553,1	   121,553,1	   139,95,0.60561	   15,551,0.99305	   39,551,0.99603	  
97,577,1	   121,577,1	   196,648,0.52979	   15,575,0.98812	   39,575,0.99308	  
97,601,1	   121,601,1	   206,731,0.68518	   15,599,0.97987	   39,599,0.99504	  
97,625,1	   121,625,1	   198,716,0.61146	   198,753,0.53239	   196,25,0.60536	  
97,649,1	   121,649,1	   145,649,1	   169,649,1	   193,649,1	  
 


